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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Colorectal cancer is the second leading cause of cancer deaths in the USA. Although early detection through
screening has been shown to be effective in preventing colorectal cancer mortality, adherence to screening guidelines remains low.
Among certain populations – namely those with lower socioeconomic status, a greater number of chronic conditions or multiple
morbidity, and those living in rural locations – colorectal cancer screening is particularly underused. This study explored the
prevalence of such screening and explanations for how multiple chronic conditions might affect colorectal cancer screening among
an especially vulnerable group of middle-aged and older adults.
Methods: In total, 41 participants were recruited aged 50–76 years with two or more chronic conditions, from three rural health
clinics in Appalachian Kentucky, USA. Using semi-structured and structured questions and instruments, participants engaged in
two interviews.
Results: Study results demonstrate colorectal cancer screening rates lower than state and national averages. In addition to
commonly expressed barriers including unpleasant screening modality, lack of health insurance, and shortage of
gastroenterologists to perform colonoscopy, participants described the ways in which multiple morbidities undermine screening.
Barriers specific to multiple morbidity include competing demands from other conditions, such as financial pressures, physical
limitations, and worries over regimen interference.
Conclusion: The window of opportunity left open by more frequent visits to health care professionals should be used to patients’
advantage, especially as people with multiple morbidity are living longer with their chronic conditions. Efforts must accelerate to
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establish clinical guidelines and practices incorporating both management of existing conditions and the prevention of additional
future morbidity.
Key words: Appalachian region, colorectal cancer, multiple morbidity, prevention, rural population, screening, USA.

Introduction
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most commonly
diagnosed cancer and the second leading cause of cancer
deaths in both men and women in the USA1. It is one of the
few cancers that can be prevented through screening, and if
detected at an early, localized stage, the relative five-year
survival is 91%1. The CRC screening modalities for the
average-risk population fall into two categories: (i) those
used to detect adenomatous polyps and cancer (eg flexible
sigmoidoscopy, barium enema examination, computed
tomographic colonography [CTC] or ‘virtual colonoscopy’ ,
and colonoscopy); and (ii) those used primarily to detect
cancer (eg annual fecal occult blood test [FOBT], annual
fecal immunochemical test, and stool DNA test, performed
at uncertain intervals). Asymptomatic adults aged 50 years
and older are recommended to have colonoscopy and CTC
every 10 years, and all other tests that detect adenomatous
polyps and cancer every 5 years2.
Although in the past several years, much progress has been
made in reducing CRC incidence and mortality, efforts need
to be intensified to increase availability and utilization of
CRC screening particularly in areas where CRC rates remain
to be elevated. More specifically, in Kentucky, CRC is the
second leading cause of cancer death, with CRC mortality in
Appalachian Kentucky 11% higher than national average3.
It is unclear why CRC rates are elevated in Appalachian
Kentucky. However, modifiable risk factors for CRC that
include low socioeconomic status (SES), tobacco use, and
obesity, are relatively common in this region1. Appalachian

compared with 25%), and the ninth highest rate of obesity in
the USA4.
In addition, CRC screening, a key tool in early detection,
prevention, and treatment of CRC, may be underutilized in
Appalachian Kentucky5,6. In 2002, the CRC screening rate
among those aged 50 years and older was 38% in
Appalachian Kentucky (vs 44% in Kentucky and 49% in the
USA)5,7.
The purpose of the present study was to explore the uptake
or prevalence of and explanations for CRC screening among
an especially vulnerable group of older adults, those of lower
SES, living with multiple morbidity (MM), and residing in a
rural location (Appalachian Kentucky). Currently, there is a
paucity of research on best practices for caring for people
with MM, and care for chronic morbidities is skewed toward
utilizing research on single conditions8. Furthermore, the
relationship between MM and the uptake of preventing
future morbidities through cancer screening in particular,
remains unresolved. Since patients with MM make more
frequent visits to physicians’ offices9-12, they may have more
opportunities to receive a physician’s recommendation for
screening, a major contributor to obtaining CRC screening1315

. Alternatively, because MM is frequently mentioned as a

barrier to screening, and also Appalachian and other rural,
traditionally underserved populations are known to
experience a more pernicious version of the nation’s health
problems, a higher priority for diagnosed conditions rather
than preventive health behaviors might be anticipated.

Methods

Kentuckians have twice the poverty rate of their national
counterparts, significantly higher rates of smoking (29%

The data for this study came from the first phase of a threepart study conducted from May 2008 to April 2010, which
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was designed to address whether and how the increasingly
common phenomenon of MM affects the receipt of cancer

rural areas20. One would expect that high rates of poverty,
low educational attainment, persistent distressed county

screenings in a health disparity population. This project used an

designation, and high levels of HCP shortages would lead to

integrated and simultaneous mixed methods approach using the
qualitative, open-ended questions and the quantitative

disadvantages in CRC cancer screening, particularly among
those with competing medical demands.

instruments, health, and demographic data to complement each
other16. During this first phase, a trained local interviewer
conducted two face-to-face interviews with 41 participants having

Recruitment and interview protocol: Participants were
recruited from three family and community medicine

two or more chronic conditions. Interviews lasted 60–90 minutes

practices in Appalachian Kentucky. These practices were

and took place at a mutually agreed upon location. Each
participant gave informed consent prior to the first interview and

selected based on their willingness to engage in the research,
the appropriateness of their patients (eg a general clinic, as

permission to audiotape the interviews. At the end of the first

opposed to a pediatric specialty clinic), and their location in

interview, the interviewer administered a socio-demographic
questionnaire. Due to the limited literacy of the informants, most

counties with fairly representative characteristics for
Appalachian and other rural underserved populations.

of the questions and structured instruments were administered
orally. All research protocols were approved by the University of
Kentucky Institutional Review Board.

Given the researchers’ interest in vulnerable, hard to reach
patients, a purposive, non-random sampling approach was
employed. Within each of medical practice, staff compiled a

Study location, recruitment, and interview protocol

list of up to 100 patients aged 50–76 years seen in the clinic
over the past year. The providers reviewed the lists and

Study location: Appalachia is a geographically and culturally

identified those patients who met the eligibility criteria

diverse region of 410 counties in 13 states that contain almost
22 million people, or 8% of the US population. Appalachia has

(stated below). The medical practices mailed these potential
participants a letter of invitation to be involved in two

long been characterized as a region of the country with high rates

interviews to explore participants’ health decision-making.

6

of extreme poverty, isolation, and poor health . Appalachian
Kentucky (54 of 120 counties) has SES and educational

The letter stated that those interested in participating or
finding out additional information should mail back the self-

indicators that are among the lowest in the USA. These indicators

addressed stamped letter. Once the letters were received,

are highlighted (Table 1), including profiles of the four Kentucky
Appalachian counties where this study took place17.

potential participants were phoned for verification and to
ensure that they met the eligibility criteria. All but three
individuals interested in participating were included.

The lower SES and health indicators are exacerbated by
persistent health care provider (HCP) shortages. For

Age-eligible patients with 2 or more conditions recognized

instance, the rate of primary care physicians in Appalachia is

as chronic and requiring fairly extensive self-care and/or

56 per 100 000 in comparison with 96 per 100 000 in urban
USA4. Almost half of Kentucky’s counties (55 of 120), and

formal medical managements were included21. Consistent
with the National Center for Health Statistics’ definition,

most of them rural, are officially designated Health

‘chronic conditions’ were conceptualized as any illness that

18

Professional Shortage Areas for primary care . Although
data are lacking on specialists such as gastroenterologists

lasts for at least 3 months22. Our investigation was limited to
individuals aged 50–76 (the recommended start and end ages

(GIs) in Appalachia, the USA as a whole has a shortage of

for CRC screening, according to the US Preventive Services

GIs19. It is reasonable to expect a shortage of GIs in
Appalachian Kentucky, considering that 43% of Kentucky

Task Force [US PSTF]); a particular focus on those
50–64 years is warranted because their lack of Medicare

residents as compared to 28% of Kentucky physicians live in

coverage may increase vulnerability23,24.
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Table 1: Selected sociodemographic characteristics of the USA, Kentucky, Appalachian Kentucky, and the 4 Counties of
the research17
Location

USA
Kentucky
Appal. KY
Breathitt Co.
Floyd Co.
Knott Co.
Perry Co.

Population adults
>25 years, 2000

Per capita
income, 2007

182 211 639
2 646 397
764 131
10 393
28 370
11 427
19 596

$38,615
$30,824
$23,196
$21,197
$23,700
$21,075
$26,175

Poverty
rate, 2000
%
12
16
24
33
30
31
29

Completed
high school,
2000 %
80
74
63
58
61
59
58

Completed
college, 2000
%
24
17
10
10
10
10
9

Appal. KY, Appalachian Kentucky; Co, County (of Appalachia).
Data source: reference 17.

Patients with six or more MM were excluded, a relatively

Immediately on terminating the interview, the interviewer

rare occurrence, because there is debate about the relative

wrote field memos relevant to the session, including noting

benefit of screening for those with numerous illnesses. In
consultation with the project physician, also excluded were

the presence of others, the mood of the participant, and any
relevant circumstances that might influence the data

those with colostomy, Crohn’s Disease, iron deficiency

retrieved. To enhance retention efforts, the second interview

anemia, ulcerative colitis, rectal bleeding, lower abdominal
pain, and irritable bowel syndrome, all of whom may

took place within one month of the initial interview. The
interviewer phoned the day before to confirm the meeting

undergo endoscopy for reasons other than CRC screening.

and began the session by completing any questions left over

Potential participants also were excluded if they were unable
or unwilling to be involved in the study or had received a

from the previous interview. As explained in the results,
43 individuals were recruited into the project, and ultimately,

diagnosis of cancer for a site in which screening could occur

41 were eligible and retained.

(ie cervical, breast, colorectal). To insure broad perspectives
on CRC screening, CRC screening status was not an

Data sources and analysis

eligibility criterion.
On verification of eligibility, a local resident extensively

The data used in this study came from semi-structured and
structured questions. The researchers’ main question of

trained

interest was: ‘When did you have your last colorectal cancer

and

experienced

in

conducting

face-to-face

interviews arranged a time and location to meet participants,
most often in the participants’ homes. At the initial meeting,

screening test?’

the interviewer requested that session took place in a private

In order to address the way in which having multiple chronic

and quiet setting, explained the purpose of the study, and
answered remaining questions. An honorarium ($25 for the

conditions might shape CRC screening, the following
framing questions were asked with prompts:

first interview and $35 for the second interview) was paid on
completion of each interview.

•

cancer. Others say it doesn’t matter. What are your

To optimize the establishment of rapport and trust, general
information was asked during the first round of interviews,
followed by more personal information on the second.

Some people say that having some health
conditions makes it harder to get screened for

•

thoughts?
Does the doctor recommend cancer screening?
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•

What about taking care of those other health
concerns?

study area28, all of the participants were white (Table 2). The
average participant’s age was 63 years, ranging from 51 to

•

Other thoughts?

77 years. The sample predominantly consisted of participants

•

Can you recall a specific time when you didn’t get
screened for cancer? What made it hard for you?

who were female (71%) and married (73%). More than half
(51%) of the sample had annual incomes between $10,001
and $30,000, and only 22% characterized their financial

Other questions included self-assessed health, medical
conditions, and socio-demographic characteristics. The

status as ‘more than enough’ . Fewer than one-quarter of
participants (24%) had more than a high school education.

interview transcripts were also reviewed to identify and

Ten percent had no health insurance coverage; others had

quantify the type of screening (ie modality) a participant had
and whether participants were in compliance (ie adherence)

Medicaid (18%), Medicare (13%), company-sponsored
(10%), private (20%), or dual (30%) insurance coverage.

with the CRC screening, as recommended by major
professional medical association23.

The participants predominantly reported their health status as
either poor (27%) or fair (27%), with only one participant

The quantitative data from the questionnaires and transcripts

reporting excellent health. The most commonly reported

were entered into Microsoft Excel 2007 and recoded, and all
qualitative data were transcribed and qualitatively

health conditions were high blood pressure (76%), arthritis
(68%), high cholesterol (49%), heart disease (37%), and

analyzed25. Specifically, on completion of the interviews’

diabetes (29%). The average number of chronic conditions

transcription as a review for accuracy, researchers re-read
each of the transcripts, conducting line-by-line coding to

reported was 3 (range 2–5). The most common combination
of MM was arthritis and high blood pressure followed by

compile a codebook26. As new codes emerged, they were

high blood pressure and high cholesterol, and high blood

added to and redefined the original codebook. Coding
outcomes were periodically compared among the researchers

pressure and heart disease.

to ensure consistency. Discrepancies were addressed by

Prevalence of colorectal cancer screenings

further modifying the codebook and recoding the transcripts.
This iterative process of coding, comparing codes, clarifying

Fewer than half of the participants (44%) reported having

instances of discrepant codes, and re-coding was repeated

had their last CRC test one to 2 years ago, and almost one-

27

until an inter-coder reliability ratio of approximately 80%
was established. To assess the differences in CRC screening

third (32%) indicated that they had experienced a CRC
screening test over 2 years ago. Twenty-four percent of the

with regard to socio-demographic and health status, a

sample could not recall if and when they had their last CRC

Kruskal-Wallis and Fisher’s exact tests were performed
using Stata/IC 10.0 for Windows (StataCorp LP, College

screening test. Of those indicating receipt of a CRC
screening, 37% indicated they had a colonoscopy, including

Station, TX, USA).

virtual colonoscopy; 10% reported receiving FOBT, and 2%

Results

indicated a digital rectal examination; whereas 51% could
not recall the CRC screening modality. Thirty-nine percent
of the total sample received their screenings in accordance

The final sample consisted of 41 participants. Of the initial
43 interviewed participants, one individual was unable to
continue and withdrew after the first interview, and another
belatedly reported having colon cancer and was excluded

with medical guidelines23, including one participant
undergoing FOBT and 15 participants (37%) having a
colonoscopy. Information is provided on CRC screening,
including self-reported adherence and modalities (Table 3).

from the study. Consistent with the general population of the
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Table 2: Socio-demographic and health-related characteristics of the sample
Characteristic
Mean age in years – n (range)
Race
White
Sex
Male
Female
Health status
Poor
Fair
Good
Very good
Excellent
Health conditions
High BP
Arthritis
High cholesterol
Heart disease
Diabetes
Stroke
Other
Other cancers
Sleep apnea
Mean top five common health
conditions – n (range)
Most common combinations of
most common health conditions
High BP & arthritis
High BP & high cholesterol
High BP & heart disease
Marital status
Never
Divorced
Widowed
Married
Separated
Education
< High school
High school
> High school
Income, US$
≤10,000
10,001–20,000
20,001–30,000
30,001–50,000
>50,000
Current financial status
Struggle
Enough to get by
More than enough

N†
63 (51–77)
n (%)
41 (100)
12 (29)
29 (71)
11 (27)
11 (27)
9 (22)
9 (22)
1 (2)
31 (76)
28 (68)
20 (49)
15 (37)
12 (29)
4 (10)
39 (95)
7 (17)
5 (12)
2.59 (0–5)

19 (49)
17 (41)
14 (36)
3 (7)
3 (7)
4 (10)
30 (73)
1 (2)
11 (27)
20 (49)
10 (24)
5 (12)
11 (27)
10 (24)
6 (15)
9 (22)
15 (37)
17 (41)
9 (22)
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Table 2: cont’d
N†

Characteristic
Insurance type
None
Medicaid
Medicare
Company sponsored
Private
Dual
Work status: currently working?
No
Yes

4 (10)
7 (18)
5 (13)
4 (10)
8 (20)
12 (30)
34 (83)
7 (17)

BP, blood pressure.
†Although N=41, variation is due to missing data.

Table 3: Colorectal cancer screening information
Screening information
Last CRC screening test, years ago
Cannot recall/not specified
>2 years
1-2 years
≤1 year
CRC Screening modality
Colonoscopy
FOBT
Other (digital rectal exam)
Not specified
Reported as being adherent to CRCS guidelines
No
Yes
Recency of colonoscopy & FOBT
Colonoscopy
Cannot recall/not specified
>2 years
1-2 years
≤1 year
FOBT
Cannot recall/not specified
>2 years
1-2 years
≤1 year

N†
10 (24)
13 (32)
6 (15)
12 (29)
15 (37)
4 (10)
1 (2)
21 (51)
25 (61)
16 (39)

0
6 (15)
3 (7)
6 (15)
1 (2)
1 (2)
1 (2)
1 (2)

CRC, Colorectal cancer; CRCS, colorectal cancer screening; FOBT, fecal
occult blood test.
†N=41.

Factors Related to colorectal cancer screening patterns

guidelines, screening modalities, and socio-demographic

To examine possible predictors of CRC screening, the

data including self-rated health status and health conditions,
respectively, were quantitatively analyzed. A statistically

relationship between date of last screening, adherence to

significant relationship was found between the date of last
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screening and adherence to CRC screening guidelines
(p = 0.007). No statistically significant associations were
found between the date of last screening and sociodemographic sample characteristics. Similarly, no
statistically significant associations were found between
adherence

to

guidelines

and

socio-demographic

characteristics, nor between screening modalities and sociodemographic characteristics.
Transcript analysis revealed barriers and facilitators of CRC
screening roughly corresponding to patient, medical system,
and community factors. Of particular relevance, participants
described that MM might shape screening decisions in one
of three ways: (i) MM plays little or no role in the uptake of
screening; (ii) MM presents a barrier to screening; and
(iii) MM enhances the likelihood of screening. Those
individuals who described MM as a barrier to screening
provided the following explanations:
1.

Prevention was a secondary concern compared to
disease management.

2.

Preparation necessary for colonoscopy might
interfere with disease management, particularly in
the case of diabetes or other conditions requiring

3.

medication.
Physical limitations, including mobility concerns,
might make screening preparation difficult.

4.

Inadequate finances force people to choose disease
management (which they know was necessary for
their survival) or prevention (which seemed
hypothetical and less urgent).

Additionally, participants articulated ‘illness fatigue’ – or the
sense of being tired of spending time and money to undergo
unpleasant procedures rather than just living their lives. The
far fewer individuals who mentioned that MM facilitated
screening noted that doctors could do those screening tests
while they checked on patients’ existing conditions, and
since those individuals had insurance for their other
conditions, they could use such cover to finance cancer
screening tests. No patterns emerged on the screening status
of those expressing these perspectives.

Discussion
This research explored the prevalence of and explanations
for CRC screening among an especially vulnerable group of
adults – those of lower SES, living with MM, and residing in
Appalachia. Only 39% of the sample reported receiving a
CRC screening consistent with medical guidelines23; all but
one (ie FOBT) of these screenings were colonoscopy. Most
of those receiving FOBT were out of compliance. Only 24%
could not recall if and specify when they had their last CRC
screening test; however, slightly more than half (51%) could
not recall their screening modality. It is likely that owing to
the modest sample size, no socio-demographic and healthrelated predictors of screening emerged.
Given the challenging socioeconomic and environmental
circumstances facing this sample, these modest rates of
screening might be expected. Additionally, these data
conform to Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System data
on CRC screening in the Appalachian region7. However, the
results raise concerns for several reasons. First, 39% may be
an overestimation of adherence given: (i) the tendency of
people to think they have had a test more recently than they
actually did29; and (ii) the high prevalence of CRC in the
region that increases the possibility that some of the
participants may need more frequent screenings. Thus, it is
speculated that the more frequent screening by some
participants obscure the inadequate screenings of others.
This modest level of screening is of particular concern given
that the participants are the ones who visit their physicians
on a fairly regular basis. Furthermore, the continued use of
digital rectal examinations – no longer considered an
acceptable CRC screening modality – raises worries about
the quality of medical care.
Additionally, since CRC rates are elevated in the
Appalachian region and several CRC risk factors are
common in close kin networks (family history, smoking and
eating patterns, likelihood of getting screened), many of the
participants should be considered high priority populations
for CRC screening. According to 20% of participants, their
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physician had recommended more frequent screenings owing
to family history or other risk factors that elevate their

purposes of exploring CRC screening rates and explanation
among a vulnerable population in Appalachian Kentucky.

susceptibility to CRC. These individuals reported screenings

Nevertheless, as the participants are considered hard-to-

within standard medical guidelines, but would likely fall
outside of the guidelines if they were considered high risk.

reach, the use of non-probability sampling technique was
justifiable.

Finally, it is concerning that slightly more than half of the
participants were unable to specify the CRC screening

Conclusion

modality; and that fewer than one-fourth of the participants
could not recall or specify the date or time period when they
had their last CRC screening test. The source of uncertainty
is unclear. Perhaps, with such frequent physician visits,
participants have become accustomed to their providers
arranging their medical care and do not remain vigilant about
preventive screenings. Alternatively, since CRC screenings
are among the newer preventive health measures, there may
be a continuing lack of awareness of the screening
recommendations. Additionally, in the context of many other
competing health demands, participants and their physicians
may simply de-prioritize this preventive behavior30.

Although multiple morbidity status offers great challenges to
disease prevention activities, the authors remain persuaded
by participants who suggest that the window of opportunity
left open by more frequent visits to the HCP should be used
to patients’ advantage. This is especially true as people with
MM are living longer with their chronic conditions,
particularly given the decreasing age for chronic conditions.
Efforts must accelerate to establish clinical guidelines and
practices that incorporate both management of existing and
prevention of future conditions.
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